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Abstract
This report describes a system to extract three dimensional facial motion data from video
recordings that include multiple camera angles of a speaker's face. The face is marked
to allow easy identification of corresponding points between frames. On an initial frame,
the user selects matching points from the different camera perspectives. The user also
locates several reference points to set scaling parameters. Active contours track these points
through subsequent frames, using edge detection and energy minimizing methods to "lock-
on" to features. The displacement of the selected points in the different views is measured,
correlated, and converted into three dimensional coordinates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The motion of a speaker's face communicates a great deal of information about the speech
signal. Closing and opening the lips, for example, suggests a consonant release sound
such as /p/,/b/, or /m/. These visual clues facilitate speech communication whenever the
auditory signal is difficult to understand. The process of understanding speech from visual
cues, known as speechreading, is difficult because faces deform similarly when producing
different sounds, and they deform differently when producing similar sounds. Understanding
speechreading, therefore, requires a thorough understanding of the relationship between
facial motion and speech.
A large amount of data is required to quantify this relationship, but observing and
manually recording the motion of a subject's face during speech is a time-consuming and
error-prone process. Although attempts have been made to automate parts of this process,
much work still must be done by hand. A system that analyzes these motions automatically,
therefore, would be a valuable research tool that could greatly reduce the labor involved in
gathering facial motion data.
This thesis describes a system that automatically extracts three dimensional motion
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data from a video recording of a speaker.
shown in Figure 1.1. The speaker's face
A sample frame of a typical video recording is
is divided into squares with a grid drawn with
black makeup. By using mirrors, multiple views of the face are included in the recording
to enable three dimensional reconstruction of the surface. The user selects the squares of
interest by choosing them with the mouse. The points on the corners of the contours are
then automatically tracked through a specified number of frames and their three dimensional
displacement extracted.
The system consists of the three subsections shown in Figure 1.2. The frames are
taken from a laser disc and sent to the Frame Preprocessor which enhances the contrast
in the image, making the grid on the face more distinct. The enhanced frames are then
tracked using active contours, or "snakes". The motion of the snakes from frame to frame
is recorded as two dimensional displacement data. Corresponding points from the different
camera angles are correlated and then converted to three dimensional facial motion data.
Figure 1.2: Block Diagram of System
SFramei SNAKES 3D Coordinate Oeup2' FIzl
Preprocessor Conur Tmcking Extraction
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Facial Motion Tracking
Speech understanding systems have traditionally focused on the acoustic portion of the
speech signal. However, systems that use both the acoustic and the visual signals can
perform better than systems that use only the acoustic signal. Understanding the visual
signal requires a large amount of data because differentiating acoustic signals based on the
visual signal is often complicated. Although several methods have been devised to collect
facial motion data, these methods are often either awkward for the subject or labor intensive
for the researcher. Attaching transducers to the face of a subject, for example, can interfere
with the speaking process and produce skewed data. [2] Analyzing video recordings of a
speaker's face requires a great deal of effort because the displacement of numerous points on
the face must generally be recorded. Several attempts have been made to automate parts of
this process. For example, Adaptive Optics Associates "FaceTrax" [10] uses a head mounted
camera to track the movement of reflective markers worn on the face. Such devices, however,
produce only two dimensional displacement data, and become cumbersome for the subject
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if worn for more than a short period of time. This thesis focuses on the development of a
system that automates this data collection process. The system automatically tracks points
on video recordings of a speaker's face using snakes. Two views are tracked simultaneously
allowing the three dimensional coordinates of the points to be recovered.
2.2 Feature Extraction
Recognizing shapes in an image is an important problem in image processing. In the
speechreading community, for instance, shape recognition techniques may be useful for lo-
cating eyes or lips in an image of a speaker. One way to identify these features is to find
their outlines using edge detectors which compute the gradient of the image intensity. [9]
Since edges correspond to abrupt changes in image intensity, the gradient has a local maxi-
mum along the edges in the image. Edge detection, however, produces edge estimates that
are discontinuous, making it difficult to recognize shapes reliably. Furthermore, unwanted
pieces of edges from other objects are often included along with the desired contour informa-
tion. These problems occur because edge detection relies only on low level pixel information
and does not incorporate prior knowledge of the shape of the objects in the scene.
Given exact information about the shape of the object, methods such as the Hough
Transform or Morphological Processing can reliably locate an object in an image. The
Hough Transform [11] is a statistical method of shape matching that can find an object
shape of any scale, position, or orientation in an image. This algorithm accumulates the
evidence for a shape being at any point in the image by looking at edge points that might
correspond to the edge points of the shape. The point with the highest correspondence
between image features and the desired shape is chosen as the correct location.
Morphological Processing [6] is a geometric approach to analyzing images used for object
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recognition and image enhancement. Given prior knowledge about the shape of an object,
morphological operators, such as "erosion" and "dilation", can be used to isolate other
objects in the image with the same shape.
For speechreading purposes, however, the shapes of the features of the speaker are not
always known, making these techniques impractical. A system to track contours on the face
must be able to find an object in the image and be flexible enough to deform as the object
changes shape from frame to frame. Active contours meet both of these conditions.
2.3 Active Contours
2.3.1 History
Active contours, which are treated more thoroughly in Chapter 5, are deformable splines
that move under a variety of constraints. They are controlled by minimizing an energy func-
tion which includes terms related to the contour shape and the image gradient. "Snakes",
as active contours are nicknamed because of the way they move on an image, were first
used in vision research by Kass, Witkin, and Terzopolous [8]. Because they can incorporate
information about the image into their behavior, they quickly became popular in the image
processing community. Amini, Weymouth, and Jain [1] used a local search algorithm with
dynamic programming instead of the gradient descent method to improve the stability and
contour identification ability of the snakes. Snakes have also been used for motion tracking
because of their dynamic behavior. Kang and Kweon [7], for example, presented a robust
vision algorithm for tracking the boundary of a moving object.
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2.3.2 Snakes for Automatic Speechreading
Snakes have already been used in the speechreading community for facial feature extraction.
Yokoyama, Wu, and Yashida [12] developed a system to extract the contours and feature
points from still images of human faces by using multiple snakes. Snakes have also been used
for motion tracking in automatic speechreading systems, but have been mostly confined to
the lip region, since the lips provide the most information about the speech signal. Horbelt
and Dugelay [5], for example, proposed an approach that uses snakes to evaluate the spatial
motion information of the lips. Their approach incorporated knowledge about the object's
constraints in shape and dynamics into their model. Hennecke, Prasad, and Stork [3] used
snakes for speechreading in order to track the dynamics of lip contours throughout an
image sequence. They later developed a system to combine the acoustic and visual signals
to perform speech recognition [4].
Chapter 3
Frame Preprocessing for Contrast
Enhancement
Tracking the squares on the subject's face requires clearly defined edges. In a typical video
recording frame such as shown in Figure 3.1, the squares are sectioned by black lines drawn
with makeup. Although to the human eye, the boundary lines appear much darker than
the squares in this frame, the two regions cannot be easily differentiated by the snakes.
To facilitate tracking these squares, the contrast between the white square edges and the
black lines is increased. Although this contrast can be enhanced using high pass filters, the
computational cost is high. An alternative method uses a simple thresholding scheme.
3.1 High Pass Filters
Originally, the image edges were enhanced using a high pass filtering technique as shown
in Figure 3.2. The image is first convolved with the Laplacian high pass filter in Figure 3.3
to find candidate edge points. The magnitudes of these points are thresholded in order to
18
ge points.
igure 3.2: Edge Finding System
Magnitude >Threshold? EDGES
of an image that has been contrast enhanced using high pass
I to smooth the image. Filtering the image clearly separates
rid lines, in grey. Unlike the original frame in Figure 3.1,
racked by a snake because the squares are distinct from the
high pass filtering method was successful, it was later replaced
iolded the image intensities directly.
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Figure 3.4: High Pass filtered image clearly finds edges
3.2 Thresholding
3.2.1 Binary Mapping
A faster method exploits the difference in brightness between the face and the black grid
lines. A block diagram of the process is shown in Figure 3.5. In the first block, a measure
of the brightness is obtained by finding the luminance, a linear weighting of the red, blue,
20
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Figure 3.3: Laplacian High pass filter
iI
and green components of each pixel.
I = 0.299 * R + 0.587 * G + 0.114 * B (3.1)
The luminance, high in the bright regions and low in the dim regions, is thresholded in the
second block to further differentiate the regions.
T(xo, Yo)= 255
0
if I(xo, yo) > threshold
otherwise
I(xo, yo) represents the luminance of a pixel in the original frame, and T(xo, Yo) represents
the luminance of the pixel in the processed frame. Equation 3.2 reduces the image to a
binary image by mapping the pixels to two levels of intensity. An example of such an image
is shown in Figure 3.6, in which the face been turned grey, and the grid has been turned
black.
Figure 3.5: Luminance Thresholding
Image LUMINANCE YES Pixel
Pixel of each pixel Is Luminance > Threshold? Intensity
Data 
=255
INO
Pixel
Intensity
=0
3.2.2 Adaptive Thresholding
Since the lighting varies throughout the picture, different threshold values are assigned
to different regions to avoid producing an image such as the one shown in Figure 3.7,
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(3.2)
Figure 3.6
:ontrast degraded rather than enhanced. The
ent regions and specifies the threshold in each
of an image produced through this process is
e made only once because the lighting in the
quence of frames.
I•iguri iage
regions
--- ' ~
Figure nage
3.3 Region Selection
Although less computationally intensive than convolving the image with high pass filters,
using the luminance still involves a large amount of processing. Often, however, the user is
interested only in a particular region of the face, such as the lips. To reduce computation in
these cases, the user is prompted during initialization to choose the regions of the picture to
process by drawing a box around each of them with the mouse. In Figure 3.8, for example,
the user has drawn boxes around each of the three lip regions. Only these regions have been
processed.
Figur( cessing
The processed images, such as in Figures 3.6 or 3.8, are suitable for contour tracking
because in the selected regions, the face and the grid have been given different intensity val-
ues. These intensity values can be used by the snakes to differentiate the two regions. This
processed image is sent to the next subsection which uses snakes to track these enhanced
edges.
k
Figure 4.1: Snake points are around boundaries of squares
|
Chapter 4
Active Contours
4.1 Snake Overview
Active contours, or snakes, are used to track the squares on the speaker's face automatically.
In Figure 4.1, the white points on the speaker's face are snake points. As the subject's face
moves in the following frames, the squares change shape. The snakes will move with the
squares, remaining attached to the square edges. The location of the snake points on the
corners of the squares is recorded as two dimensional displacement data.
Snakes are able to track these boundaries because they attach to nearby contours in an
image such as the boundary between the light and dark regions shown in Figure 4.2. This
behavior enables snakes to track a moving contour as it shifts underneath the snake from
one frame to the next. Snakes conform to contours by minimizing an energy function that
Figure 4.2: Snakes attach to nearby image contours
BOUNVDARY
is defined as the sum of an external energy, which is derived from the image, and an internal
energy, which depends on the shape of the snake.
4.1.1 External Energy
The snake points attach to the contours that they are tracking by minimizing an external
energy that is similar to a gravitational potential energy for the snake points. The contour
edges correspond to regions of low gravitational potential energy and the flat areas corre-
spond to regions of high gravitational potential energy. A cross section of the potential
energy function at a typical contour boundary is shown in Figure 4.3. In the figure, the
low gravitational potential energy regions, corresponding to the edges, are shown as valleys.
The snake point moves downhill into the valley, where its potential energy is lowest. If the
contour is slightly displaced, the snake point rolls back down into the valley to minimize its
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energy, thereby reattaching to the contour.
Figure 4.3: Snake points "roll" into gradient valleys to minimize external energy
Gradient
Intensity
Snake Points
Roll
GRADIENT
Location
These potential energy values are obtained from the image by convolving the contrast
enhanced image with the vertical and horizontal gradient operators shown in Figure 4.4,
where fx(x, y) is the horizontal image gradient and fy(x, y) is the vertical image gradient.
These operators compare the pixel intensities at nearby pixels, producing high values near
Figure 4.4: Horizontal and Vertical Gradient Operators
Horizontal Gradient Operator Vertical Gradient Operator
contour boundaries with a significant intensity change between adjacent pixels, and low
values in flat regions where the intensities at neighboring pixels are similar. The resulting
26
I
gradient information at each point is separated into a magnitude and an angle.
IEgra.dient(X, Y)I = Jfr(xjy 2 + f(Xy) (4.1)
Ggradient(X, y) = arctan( f(,))(4.2)
x~e(C, Y)
The angle information is used in conjunction with the magnitude information to ensure that
a snake will attach to a contour with the same shape. For example, the snake in Figure 4.5
has a sharply angled point. The external energy of this snake point is minimized if it moves
to the similarly angled point on the contour. This angle matching is accomplished by
scaling the gradient magnitude according to the similarity between the gradient angle and
the angle formed by the snake point and its neighbors. If the snake is denoted as a collection
Figure 4.5: Angled snake points are attracted to contour points with same angles
of points UiT, U2,.. , U ·~ where each snake point vi consists of an x and y component, the
external energy formulation for a single snake point V, is
Eexternai(X, Y) = 1 (IEgradzent(X, Y)I * csOSna8,ke·,() Og8radient(X, Y))) (4.3)
4.1.2 Internal Energy
If the snake points only minimized their external energies, they could settle in energy valleys
on unrelated contours or collapse into the same local minimum energy well, making contour
tracking impossible. This behavior is prevented by adding internal energy terms that act to
maintain the shape and continuity of the snake. The internal energy is formulated to give
the snake two desired properties: (a) it must be rigid enough to maintain its shape, and (b)
it must be flexible enough to match the deformations of the contour that it is tracking. This
balance is achieved by incorporating two terms, a spring energy between adjacent points on
the snake, and an angle energy that keeps the snake joints from severe bending.
Spring Energy
The distance between two adjacent points on the snake is maintained by a "spring" force.
When the points are separated by their rest length, there is no stored energy between the
two points. In Figure 4.6, as the two points are pulled apart, potential energy builds in the
spring between the points, so that the two points will move closer together to minimize this
energy. Similarly, if the two points are pushed together, they will tend to separate. The
spring energy between two adjacent snake points Ui and vi- 1 can be expressed as
Esprings (ii, i-1) - (J01i - i-1 ii-1)2 & (4.4)
where li,i-1 is the rest length.
Angle Energy
The angle energy of a snake point depends on the angle formed by the point and the points
on either side. A sharp angle between the three points results in a high energy term. In
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Figure 4.6: Separated points are pulled back to minimize spring energy
ii--i
Figure 4.7, the bent points try to become collinear to minimize their angle energy term.
The angle energy at a snake point Ui can be expressed as
Eangle() = Ii-1 - i) - (i - i+1) 2  (4.5)
where the energy is zero if the point forms a line with its neighbors. Since Ui-1 does not
exist for vi, v3 is substituted for Ui- 1. Similarly, for v, Vn- 2 is substituted for Ti+l.
Figure 4.7: Points move to reduce severe angles at joints in the snake
ffW PMi+1
0OW ENERGrY
IIGH ENERGY
V 5+1
5i. i~
The internal energy is the combination of the the angle energy and spring energy.
Eint(Wi) = aEspring (i) + fEangle(ii) (4.6)
A..
A
which is equivalent to
Eint(Ui) = ajUFi -_i-1 2 + 3lli-l - 2;iY + i+ 11|2 (4.7)
a and p are constant coefficients that can be changed to vary the weights of the spring
energy and the angle energy. For example, if / is set to zero, the angle energy will not
affect the snake behavior.
4.1.3 Combining Terms
The internal energy and external energy are added to form the total snake energy.
N
Esnake = Z(AEinternal(Ui) + (1 - A)Eexternal(Ui)) (4.8)
i=1
where A signifies the relative importances of the internal energy and the external energy.
A high A implies that the snake will hold its shape but may not attach to desired contour
points, and a small A value indicates that the snake will find edge points but may not hold
its shape. In Figure 4.8, the snake at top has a higher A, making the snake stiffer. The
snake maintains its shape, but the middle snake point fails to find the contour edge. The
bottom snake has a lower A value, so that the springs are more easily stretched. All of the
snake points find the contour edge, but the snake does not hold its shape well.
4.2 Snake Modifications
One benefit of using snakes is that their behavior can be modified by adding energy terms
to the snake model. To improve the ability of the snakes to track the squares on the face,
additional energy terms were added to those described above.
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Figure 4.8: A controls the balance between the internal and external energy
Higher X
Sufferr Spnings
Lower X
Looser Springs
The snake points were divided into corner points and side points. The side points helped
the snake track the contour, but since they did not track a fixed point on the contour, their
motion could not be meaningfully recorded. Only the motion of the four corner points,
which stayed fixed relative to the markings on the subject's face, was recorded.
Keeping the corner points on the corners of the contours required adding energy terms
to the existing ones. With snakes that used only the energy terms described above, the
corner points would start in the corners, but the snake would rotate in subsequent frames
so that the corner points were no longer resting on the corners of the contour as shown in
Figure 4.9.
This problem was addressed by making two additions to the snake model. The four
corner point rest angles were initialized to ninety degrees, so that to minimize the energy, the
snake attempts to maintain right angles at the corner points instead of becoming collinear.
Figure 4.9: Tracked points rotate around contour
Corner Points
SStart off in Corners .
. but rotate away from
~- corners in subsequent
Sframes
The new angle energy for these corner points is
E onger (1Y3 - tj( (4.9)
where for Ui, the x and y displacements are exchanged. In Figure 4.10, as one of the
neighboring snake points shifts in the x: direction, the other tries to compensate by shifting
in the y direction to maintain a right angle.
Figure 4.10: Points adjust themselves to maintain right angles at corners
The second modification was to add springs between the four corner points as shown in
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Minimum Energy
Orientation
Figure 4.11. The snake on the left is in the correct configuration, with the corner points,
represented by the larger circles, in the corners of the contour. In this configuration, the
springs between the corner points are at their rest length, and they do not contribute to the
snake energy. However, if the snake rotates, as shown in the snake on the right, the distance
between the corner points changes, compressing the corner springs, and adding energy to
the total snake energy. These corner springs add the following term to the snake energy
corners
Ecorners = E YIIUj - j-112 (4.10)
j=1
The presence of these corner springs, therefore, defines a unique minimum energy orientation
where the four corner points rest on the corners, constraining them to a fixed point on the
speaker's face.
Figure 4.11: Adding corner springs defines a preferred minimum energy orientation
4.3 Energy Minimization
4.3.1 Gradient Descent
The original formulation of the snakes presented by Kass, Witkin, and Terzopolous used a
gradient based approach and Newton's Method to move the snake points to parts of the
image corresponding to local maxima in the gradient. Although this method has only a
small computational cost, it suffers in terms of performance and stability.
Because of the discrete nature of the problem, the gradient descent method does not
guarantee a minimum energy configuration for the snake. The gradient descent algorithm
assumes a convex solution, implying that differentiation produces a smooth slope for the
snake point to roll down. However, because of the noise in the images and the discrete
nature of the search space, the gradient does not always have a smooth slope. In these
cases, a snake point may get stuck in an incorrect local minimum caused by noise or an
incorrect contour, preventing the snake from converging on the desired shape contour. In
Figure 4.12, a one dimensional cross section of the image data is shown. Because the motion
of the snake point is based purely on discrete gradient information, the snake point is unable
to reach the true gradient minimum.
Figure 4.12: In gradient descent, snake point may get stuck in an incorrect local minimum
Gradient
Values
Snake Point gets
stuck here
True Gradient Minimum
Inmage
Figure 4.13: Snake points search all combinations in local neighborhood for minimum energy
V2
C)n 0
0
0
O
4
Locations
4.3.2 Local Search Algorithm
To avoid these problems, a local search method was used instead of a gradient based ap-
proach. The local search algorithm assigns a search neighborhood for each point on the
snake. In Figure 4.13, a snake point is represented by a black point, and the search neigh-
borhood for each snake point is represented by the empty circles around the point. The
algorithm exhaustively tests every possible combination of snake point locations and chooses
the one with the minimum energy. The computational cost of this local search method is
large, on the order of O(nm) where n is the number of snake points and m is the number
of search locations for each snake point. However, this computation can be greatly reduced
using the dynamic programming principle.
4.3.3 Dynamic Programming
Dynamic programming assumes that the minimization of the energy of the snake can be
broken into a set of independent minimization subproblems, each of which involves three
neighboring snake points [1]. This assumption is valid because the energy of each snake
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point is only a function of its two neighbors. This relationship can be expressed
Etotal(T1, 2,..., n) = El(vl, v 2 , T3) + E2 (U2, U3, U4 ) + ... + En-2(Un-2, Un-1,vn) (4.11)
where
(= Eext(Ui) + (4.12)
Each variable in these equations can take on only the fixed number of values that fall into
its search neighborhood.
The dynamic programming algorithm can be most easily explained for a simplified snake
where the energy of each point on the snake depends only on its location and the location
of the point ahead of it. The first two points of such a snake are shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: Exhaustive search of every combination required to find best U1 position for
every v2
O
O
O
Locations
The first minimization subproblem is to find the Vi that minimizes the energy of the
two points for each possible location of U2.Since the energy contributed to the snake by U1
is only a function of the locations of V1 and v2, this problem is independent of the locations
of any other points on the snake. Solving this problem requires an exhaustive search of all
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m 2 possible point combinations of U1 and U2. The resulting mapping is stored in a table
such as Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Stored Values for First Stage of Dynamic Programming Search
v2 given best T1
0 2
1 2
2 7
9 3
For the next step, the third snake point is added as shown in Figure 4.15. The new
minimization problem is to find the positions of T1 and F2 that minimize the snake energy
for all possible locations of T3. Although every possible location of ý2 must be tested, the
optimal F1 location, which is independent of the location of U3, is obtained from the table
where it has been stored. For each U3, a new table is created with the minimum energy
path for ~1 and T2.
Figure 4.15: With best U1 values stored in table, only T2 and T3 need to be searched
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Similarly, when finding minimum energy paths for a fourth snake point, only the third
and fourth snake points need to be searched. A single search in this stage would look
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like Figure 4.16 where only the third and fourth snake points are being searched, with the
minimum energy configuration of the first two being found in previous stages. This process
is continued until reaching the final two snake points, where the minimum energy path is
selected as the solution. Using this dynamic programming principle requires searching only
two snake points to find the positions of each point on the snake, resulting in an O(nm2)
algorithm.
Figure 4.16: Only two snake points need to be searched for any iteration
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In a more general snake, however, the angle energy of each point depends on its location
as well as the points ahead of it and the point behind it so that a search of order m3 must
be conducted for each point, resulting in algorithm of O(nm3 ).
4.3.4 Predictive Search
In the dynamic programming algorithm for energy minimization, the local search for the
position of each snake point in the next frame is generally performed in a region centered
around the position of the snake point in the previous frame. However, because the points
to be tracked move according to the laws of motion, motion estimation can be used to
find a better starting point for the search algorithm in a new frame. This position can be
estimated by using information from past frames.
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Estimating the position of a snake point requires the location of the snake point in the
two previous frames in order to determine the velocity and acceleration of the point. The
velocity of the point in the prior frames can be estimated from the point locations, and the
acceleration can be found from these velocities. The velocity of snake point Ui between two
consecutive frames j and j - 1 is
Vi  V i (4.13)
The acceleration of this point is
Vi Vi - Vi (4.14)
Given these values, the position vi in the j + 1 frame is estimated as
i = v + t + - (4.15)
This estimated position is a better point from which to start the dynamic programming
search given the dynamic constraints of facial motion.
4.3.5 Final Snake Implementation
The snakes are initialized by the user who clicks on the four corners of each square of interest
on the face. The additional snake points on the sides of the contours are automatically
generated. The snakes use all of the energy terms discussed above, with a, 3, -y, and A set
by the user. In the energy minimization algorithm, a 5x5 search neighborhood was used
for each snake point and the new snake point positions were estimated from the previous
frames using the predictive search. The two dimensional displacement of the corner points
is collected and sent to the next subsection of the system, which uses the information from
the different camera angles to extract three dimensional data.
Chapter 5
Three Dimensional Coordinate
Extraction
Once the two dimensional motion data has been collected by the snakes, the information
from the different camera angles in the image is used to derive the three dimensional coor-
dinates of the points on each snake. Multiple camera angles are needed because a camera
projects the three dimensional world onto a two dimensional image, resulting in the ambi-
guity shown in Figure 5.1 in which lines AB and A'B' map to the same positions in the
image, making it impossible to recover their original three dimensional locations from only
one image. To undo this mapping the details of the projection are required. Both parallel
and perspective projections were considered.
5.1 Parallel Projection
In a parallel projection, the distance between two points in space can be extracted from the
image without accounting for the distance of the points from the camera. In the parallel
Figure 5.1: Information is lost when mapping from three dimensions to two dimensions
B'
A'
A B
Mapped to Image Plane
projection shown in Figure 5.2, the size of segment AB in real world coordinates is the
same as the size of AB on the projection plane because the image rays do not converge.
This implies that when the camera and mirrors are setup as shown in Figure 5.3, where the
Figure 5.2: Parallel Projection assumes image rays are parallel
B
subject's face is directly facing the camera and the reflected face is orthogonal, the x, y,
and z distances between points can be determined directly from the image.
When the object views are not ninety degrees apart, the three dimensional coordinates
can be extracted using trigonometry. This type of setup is shown from a top view in
Figure 5.4, where the different camera angle views provide the same information as the
mirrors in Figure 5.3. In the figure, the mappings of the distance AB to the two-dimensional
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Figure 5.3: Distance information is taken straight from the image with Orthogonal views
plane, represented by D 1 and D2, are different in different camera views. Although the x
distance parallel to the projection plane is given by D 1, and the y displacement, which
is independent of rotation around the vertical axis, can be determined in the image, it is
impossible to determine the displacement along the z axis from the pixel data alone.
Figure 5.4: When camera views are not orthogonal, trigonometric relationships relate dis-
tances
nage 2
Projection Plane
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This information can be extracted, however, using simple geometrical relationships.
The construction in Figure 5.5 illustrates the relationship between the distance T and its
projection D1 on the image plane where 90 - 9 is the angle between the line AB and the
projection plane.
Figure 5.5: Construction for only one view illustrates relationship between T and D1
D1 = Tcos(90 - 8) (5.1)
In Figure 5.6, a similar construction is performed on the image from the rotated camera
angle, yielding
D2 = Tcos(90 - 0 - a) (5.2)
where a is the angle of rotation between the two camera angles. Determining a requires
a pair of points on the head parallel to the plane of projection and the corresponding
reflections from the different camera angles. In Figure 5.7, the distances R 1 and R 2 provide
enough information to find the angle of rotation of R 1. This angle is related to R 1 and R 2
by
R2
a = arccos(R2)Ri (5.3)
Figure 5.6: Construction from other view shows relationship between T and D2
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Figure 5.7: Corresponding distance information from each image is needed to find head
rotation a
a
R
- R*cos(cf)=R2 -1 R- I
Knowing D1, D2, and a, therefore, leaves equations 5.1 and 5.2 in two unknowns that
can be solved for T and 0. Given T, the real distance between the points, and 0, the angle
between them relative to the angle of the projection plane, the three dimensional separation
of the points is
x' = Tcos(90 - 09)
y =y
z' = T sin(90 - 9) (5.4)
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Figure 5.8: Perspective Projection accounts for image ray convergence
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Since the reflection of the head in the mirror is smaller than the original head, before
comparing distance measurements in the two views, the distances are normalized by a
scaling factor. The vertical dimensions, which are independent of rotation, can be used to
scale the views. This scaling factor is assumed to be the same in the x and y directions.
Finally, this data must be scaled by a constant factor to convert from pixels to meaningful
measurement units such as inches or centimeters. Since, in a parallel projection, the scaling
between pixels and distances is constant throughout the image regardless of depth, one
scaling factor is sufficient to scale all the distances in the image. This scaling factor is
determined by placing a one inch cube in the image and prompting the user to click on two
of its corners.
5.2 Perspective Projection
Unlike a parallel projection, a perspective projection accounts for the convergence of the
image rays in a camera. In Figure 5.8, the size of the line segment AB in real world
coordinates cannot be taken straight from the image because the projection of the segment
is smaller due to the convergence of the image rays. Near the lens, where the image rays
converge sharply, the perspective projection is a more accurate representation of the camera
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Figure 5.9: Perspective Projection mappings are governed by similar triangle relationships
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mapping than the parallel projection. The perspective projection can be modeled by the
"pinhole camera" approximation shown in Figure 5.9, in which the mapping from real world
coordinates onto the projection plane is governed by geometrical relationships between
similar triangles. The image coordinates (x, y) can be expressed in term of the real world
coordinates (X, Y, Z).
xfS= Xf (5.5)
YIY= z (5.6)yz
To account for a more general transformation including rotations, scalings, and displace-
ments, a 3 x 4 transformation T is used:
X Y Z 1
T 1 11
T121
T131
T141
T 122
T132
T142
Ti 13
T123
T133
T143
'yi z ] (5.7)
Extracting three dimensional data generally requires two different camera views, and there-
fore two projection matrices, T1 and T2, are needed to describe the views. The x', y', and
z' variables in these matrices represent three dimensional scaled displacement information
in the smaller similar triangle seen by the camera. These values are related to the image
coordinates by
Xml =
Carrying out the matrix multiplication for
Xm2 -
and
Ym2 =
T1 produces
Xi = X * T 111 + Y * T12 1 + Z * T1 31 + T1 4 1 (5.8)
y = X * T 12 + Y * T122 + Z * T132 + T142
z1 = X * T 1 3 Y * T 23 + Z * T1 33 + T1 4 3
(5.9)
(5.10)
and a corresponding set of three equations for T2. These six equations can be rewritten as
four equations in terms of the image coordinates as
X * T 1 1 + Y * T1 21 + Z * T1 3 1 + T1 4 1
X * T113 + Y * T123 + Z * T133 + T143
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(5.11)
X * T112 + Y* T122 + Z * T132 + T142
X * T1 13 + Y * T1 23 + Z * T1 33 + T1 43
and
X * T211 + Y * T221 + Z * T231 + T2 41Xm2 =(5.13)X * T2 13 + Y * T2 23 + Z * T2 33 + T2 43
X * T2 12 + Y * T2 22 + Z * T2 32 + T2 42
X * T2 13 + Y * T2 23 + Z * T233 + T2 43
To solve for the constants that characterize the projection matrices, reference points of
known position are placed in the image. Each of these reference points provide an (x, y, z)
and associated (Xmi, Ymi) and (Xm2, Ym2) which produce four linear equations in the twenty
four unknown projection matrix values. With six reference points of known position in the
image, enough information is obtained to produce twenty four equations which are solved
for the matrix constants. Once these matrix values have been determined, the projection
matrices can be used to determine three dimensional position data from a pair of matching
points in the two views. Given two corresponding image points (Xml, Yml) ,(Xm2, Ym2) and
the projection matrices T1 and T2, (X, Y, Z) can be recovered by solving the following
linear system of equations.
T 1 1 - XmlT113 T12 1 - mlT123 T1 3 1 - mlT133
T1 12 - YmlT113  T1 22 - ymlT123  T1 3 2 - YmlT1 33
T2 1 1 - Xm2T213 T2 2 1 - m2T223 T2 3 1 - Xm2T233
T2 12 - ym2 T213 T2 22 - Ym2 T2 2 3 T2 32 - ym2 T2 33
X
Y
Z
XmlT143 - T1 4 1
YmlT1 43 - T1 42
Xm2T243 - T241
Ym 2 T2 4 3 - T2 42
(5.15)
The parallel and perspective projections are alternatives to extracting the three dimen-
sional coordinate information from the image. While the parallel projection accurately
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recovers point locations on the front of the face, it severely distorts locations on the sides
of the face which are further from the camera. This distortion is avoided by using the
perspective projection.
For the best results, the six reference points used to recover the perspective projection
matrix constants should be placed so as to span the volume occupied by the speaker's head.
Chapter 6
System Specifications
This chapter describes the resolution of the extracted three dimensional data, shows an
example of snakes tracking contours through a sequence of frames, and discusses the system's
performance.
6.1 Tracking Resolution
In a typical recording, a head, approximately 180 mm wide, occupies a region 200 pixels
wide in the image. This corresponds to a resolution of 0.9 mm per pixel. The error in
the tracking of a corner point is about one pixel because the corners of a contour do not
necessarily fall on a pixel boundary making the uncertainty in position 0.9 mm.
6.2 Snake Tracking Example
Figure 6.1 shows snakes tracking three square contours in four frames spaced 99 ms apart.
As can be seen, the snakes track the squares well even in the presence of large deformations.
Figure 6.2 depicts a more typical situation where all the squares are being tracked. Fig-
ure 6.2 shows two views of a three dimensional surface constructed from the data extracted
from the image. Corresponding points have been marked.
6.3 System Performance
The current hardware processes a frame in ten seconds which is acceptable because the
processing can be done off-line. Typically, a sequence of frames is run through the system
overnight. The contrast enhancement step requires the most time. As a result, the run-time
is independent of how many points are being tracked. This means the grid on the speaker's
face can be made finer without significantly increasing the computational effort.
The system accurately extracts three dimensional data from a video recording of a
speaker. Although the subject has to wear a grid drawn in makeup, this grid does not
interfere with the speaking process. To extract the surface data, the initial snake config-
uration and image processing parameters must be specified manually for the first frame.
Subsequent frames are processed automatically, dramatically reducing the human effort
required.
Figure 6.1: Snake Tracking SeauenceU. -
Figure 6.2: Snake Mesh used for Reconstructions
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Appendix A
Using the System
A.1 Initialization
Using the system involves four steps:
1. Initializing the Parameters
2. Selecting the Regions to Process and Adjusting the Thresholds
3. Selecting the Snakes
4. Choosing a Frame Sequence
A flowchart of the process is shown in Figure A.1.
A.1.1 Parameter Initialization
To determine distances that specify the parameters, the user clicks on points in the image
using the interface in Figure A.2. In a typical image, the system prompts the user with the
five following requests, where the prompts are issued as highlighted text at the bottom of
the window.
Figure A.1: Flowchart of Process
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Select Snakes
Specify
Frames
Run System
1. Click on the tip of the nose on the original head.
2. Click on the tip of the nose in the reflection.
3. Click on the top and bottom of the original head.
4. Click on the top and bottom of each of the reflections of the head.
5. Click on the corners of the cube in the top middle of the image.
The nose points provide stationary reference points against which to record displace-
ment. The scaling of the head in the mirror is determined by the height ratios of the heads,
indicated by the user clicking on the top and bottom of the head in each camera view.
Finally, the scaling factor between pixels and real world distances is obtained by asking the
user to click on the edges of the one inch cube placed in the image.
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IA.1.2 Region Selection and Threshold Adjustment
To reduce computation time, the user specifies rectangular regions of the image to process
by clicking the mouse on the top left point and bottom right point of the rectangle, using
the application shown in Figure A.3. In the figure, rectangles have been drawn in white
around the head and the head reflections. This window is also used to adjust the threshold
in each rectangular region. In this step, the user adjusts the threshold in each region to
produce sharp edges and then saves the thresholds for processing. The four buttons on the
bottom of the window are used to control the thresholds and to see the processed picture.
A.1.3 Snake Initialization
After the parameters are collected, the user initializes the snakes. The user selects contours
by clicking on the four corners of a contour. An illustration of selected contours is shown
in Figure A.4, where the snake points for the sides have already been generated. After
initializing a snake, a user is prompted for the corresponding snake points in the mirror
reflection so the points can be correlated for three dimensional analysis.
Figure A.4: User Selected Snake Points
A.1.4 Frame Selection
In the final step, the user specifies the frames to process by using a .dsc file, which matches
phoneme articulations on the video recording with the corresponding frame segments on
the laser disc. A user interface application allows the user to choose a desired phoneme
by clicking on the name of the phoneme. The corresponding frames are automatically sent
to be processed. If a .dsc file has not been created for the video disc, the user can specify
which frames to process by entering the start and stop frame numbers of the sequence in a
separate window.
A.2 Output Data
After these initializations are performed, the system tracks the selected contours and pro-
duces three dimensional position data. The displacement of each point is recorded in a file
in the format shown in Table A.1. For each point selected, the x, y, and z displacement
from a fixed reference point is listed for each frame.
Table A.1: Sample Output File Format
Frame x distance y distance z distance
Point 1
835 40 30 20
836 41 31 21
837 42 32 22
838 43 33 23
839 44 34 24
915 45 35 25
Point 2
835 40 30 20
836 41 31 21
837 42 32 22
838 43 33 23
839 44 34 24
915 45 35 25
Point N
835 40 30 20
836 41 31 21
837 42 32 22
838 43 33 23
839 44 34 24
915 45 35 25
Appendix B
Implementation
B.1 Recording Data
The speaker recordings were taken using a Sony DCR-VX1000 Steadyshot Video Camera
and a tripod and then transferred to Laser disc. During the recordings, the speaker was
asked to repeat various utterances including consonant-vowel-consonant, vowel-consonant,
and consonant-vowel syllables.
Recordings require careful setup to enable recovery of three dimensional position data.
Since the recordings only contain two dimensional images, spatial information must be
extracted from multiple camera angles. These multiple angles are achieved by using a
system of mirrors to reflect the head from different perspectives. These mirrors are set up
so that each point on the face can be seen from at least two different views.
Since the human face does not have many trackable features, the face is marked with
a grid using makeup and eye liner. This grid is put directly onto the face because it must
deform as the speaker's face changes shape. In addition to making it easier to identify
corresponding points between different frames, the grid makes it easier for the user to
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identify points to be tracked. Eye liner is used to trace a grid onto the face, sectioning the
face into squares. In addition, black makeup was used to solidly darken the lips, to separate
them both from the chin as well as the teeth. Finally a one inch cube, a two inch strip of
paper, and rulers are placed in the image to recover scaling parameters for the geometrical
analysis.
B.2 Software Implementation
B.2.1 User Interface Applications
Most of the user interfaces were written using Tcl Version 7.5 and Tk Version 4.1. Since
these languages are based on C, adding application specific functions to existing Tcl Code
introduced few complications. This feature allows development of Tcl commands to per-
form low-level functions such as hardware control. In addition, it simplifies communication
between the parts of the system written in C and the parts of the system written in Tcl/Tk.
B.2.2 Handling the Images
The Tagged Image File Format, or TIFF, was chosen to store the images because unlike
formats such as JPEG or GIF, the TIFF format retains all of the original RGB pixel data.
Furthermore, substantial support exists for manipulating TIFF images. LIBTIFF Version
3.4 - A TIFF library, was obtained to handle TIFF Data. This library, written by Sam
Leffler, was written in C, and provided functions to perform low level operations on TIFF
files that were integrated into the image processing code.
B.2.3 Image Processing
Because of the large amount of processing, the image processing functions were implemented
in C instead of Matlab to maximize the speed. Many of the image processing applications,
such as the filtering code and the luminance contrast enhancement, were written using C.
The snakes were written in C++. The structure of the snakes was taken from segments of
a header file from GSNAKE API version 1.0, a Snake Modeling toolkit by Dr. Kok F. Lai.
In addition, the code to handle the X displays was taken from this application.
B.3 Hardware Implementation
Running the system requires a computer with a frame grabber card, a Laser disc Video
Recorder, and a recording of a speaker on video disc. The setup of the system is shown in
Figure B.2.
B.3.1 Processing
The frames were analyzed on a Pentium 133 MHz computer running the Linux Operating
System Redhat Version 4.0. An Oculus TCI Frame grabber card was used to obtain RGB
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Figure B.2: Hardware Setup
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pixel data from the composite output of the Laser disc players. The files were transmitted
in a format where each of the 640x480 pixels on the screen was represented by four bytes,
three bytes representing the red, green, and blue intensities, and a fourth NULL byte.
B.3.2 Laser disc Player
The Laser disc player, a Sony LVA-3500, was used for data analysis instead of a video tape
player because the Video Disc Player allows control of the video on a frame by frame basis.
Furthermore, unlike a video tape, the quality of the laser disc recording does not degrade
over time or with use.
The Laser disc player was controlled with existing software that used a device driver
and a serial port. In addition to allowing the user to choose a phoneme, the software allows
the user to step forward or backwards one frame at a time, or jump to a specified frame.
The software was modified to be driven through a Graphical User Interface. Furthermore,
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frameGrabber
Tcl support was added through C so that Laser Disc Recorder control could be achieved
through Tcl function calls.
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